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Engender a culture of care
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Instrument stations

Over 75% of damage reported with probe thermometers can be avoided with correct handling and storage*. 

Why use Instrument Stations?

- **Reduce downtime.** Storing each thermometer in a known location ensures that it can be instantly located when required.
- **Reduce repair costs.** Safe and proper storage of probe thermometers when not in use significantly reduces mishaps.
- **Engender a culture of care and ownership.** When operators become accountable for correct storage of instrumentation, replacement and repair costs are significantly reduced.
- **Improve segregation and awareness.** Reinforce colour coding policies, highlight areas and special instructions by adding title and footnotes to instrument stations.
- **5S and lean management.** Instrument stations support 5S and lean management concepts simply and effectively. Introduction of bespoke installations has impressed auditors at every level.

*Statement based on over 10 years accumulated study of instrument sent for service and repair.

Join the increasing number of professionals in your industry sector installing Klipspringer Instrument Stations.

Request an enquiry form for your design brief and free quotation: 01473 461 800 - sales@klipspringer.com
For more details about our instrument stations or other equipment in our range contact the Technical Sales team:
01473 461 800 - sales@klipspringer.com